Does your facility own the data that will be supplied?

Licensing questions

Has the data owner applied a licence to the data?

Concern/Legal advice

Contact the data owner and ask them to supply the data with a licence.

Does the data have a licence or other rights statement?

Licensing questions

Can your facility associate the licence and any other use constraint information with the dataset for users?

Concern/Legal advice

You should not supply the data from your facility until you have resolved this issue.

Does the licence permit the dataset to be publicly available?

Caution

If the data is restricted (e.g. unit health records), does the facility operate measures to prevent public access to the data and deal with other licence requirements?

Concern/Legal advice

You will need to apply a licence to the data before it can be supplied.

Contact the data owner and ask them to supply the data with a licence.

Complete

You can now supply the data.
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